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Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question. Then fill
in the answer on your answer document.

High school student Mary Elizabeth Cep, known to her friends as Lola (and to
her family as the Drama Queen), recently moved with her mother and twin
sisters from New York City to Dellwood, New Jersey. Lola, who aspires to be
an actress, hates living in the suburbs, where she believes everyone looks
and acts the same. She decides to try out for the lead role in the school
play—a role that Carla Santini, the most popular girl in school, believes
should be hers. When Lola wins the lead role, Carla persuades most of the
student body to ignore Lola, and Lola decides to quit the play. In the
following excerpt, Lola is confronted by her best friend Ella, who is
disappointed by Lola’s decision.

from
Confessions of a Teenage

Drama Queen
by Dyan Sheldon

1       I heard my mother get up and go into the kitchen. I heard the twins
erupt into consciousness. I heard the radio go on. The weather was going to
be mild and sunny. I’d been hoping for rain. Rain’s always so comforting
when you’re unhappy. And then I heard the front bell. I looked at my clock.
It was too early for the mailman with a package, or even for the UPS man,
come to take some boxes of dinnerware away.

2       Pam tripped over something and fell, so Paula reached the door first.

3       “She’s sick!” shouted Paula. “She isn’t going to school today. So now we
don’t have to go to her boring play.”

4       “Now nobody has to go to the boring play,” said Ella.

5       This was not Ella-like behavior, this coming to the house at seven-thirty
in the morning. She hadn’t been able to bring me my homework the
afternoon before because she had to do something with her mother at the
last minute, but I’d figured she’d wait till the weekend to come. I had the
thought to jump up and lock the door, but before I could, it opened and Ella
Marjorie Gerard, the girl once destined to be picked as Most Shy in our high-
school yearbook, marched in.

6       “I want to talk to you,” said Ella, and she slammed the door in Pam and
Paula’s faces.

7       “Not now,” I said. I rubbed my eyes sleepily. “I just woke up.”
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8       Ella threw her book bag on the foot of my bed. “Oh, sure you did,” said
Ella.

9       “I really don’t feel well—” I began.

10       “You can cut the act,” said the most polite and well-mannered teenager
in New Jersey. “I know what you’re doing.” She grabbed the blanket and
yanked it off me. “And I’m not going to let you get away with it. Get up now
and get dressed for school.”

11       I stared at her, agog. I’d never heard Ella talk to anyone like that. I
didn’t think she was capable of it.

12       “I’m telling you I’m sick,” I said. I pulled the blanket back around me,
shivering slightly. “I have a fever,” I told her. “Ask my mother.”

13       “What do you think I am, stupid?” asked Ella. “You’re not sick. You’re
bailing out of the play.” She folded her arms in front of her and set her jaw.
She looked like she was in a play herself. “You’re giving up,” said Ella.

14       Admitting defeat was getting easier and easier.

15       “All right,” I snapped. “So what if I am?” I glared at her. “I wish I’d done
it when you wanted me to. I could have saved myself a lot of time and
trouble.”

16       “Well, I don’t want you to now,” said Ella. She dropped her arms and sat
down on the bed. “You can’t do this, Lola. Everybody’s depending on you.”

17       Sure they were. Depending on me to play the fool.

18       “Hah hah,” I said. “Nobody will even notice the difference.”

19       “Of course they will,” said Ella. “What about your parents? And your
1grandparents? And me? And Sam? Sam’s never been to a school function

before in his life. He’s only going for you.”

20       “Maybe he can get a refund.” I fluffed up my pillow and leaned back.
“Maybe all of you can.”

21       “I can’t believe I’m hearing this,” said Ella. “This isn’t like you at all.
What happened to the person who never gives up? What happened to the
person who told me her motto was ‘never say die’?”

22       “I don’t know,” I said. Which was true. “I guess she bailed out, too.”

23       Ella gazed at me in silence for several seconds.

1Sam is a friend of Lola’s who admires the way Lola stood up to Carla Santini.
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24       “So that’s it?” she said at last. “All that stuff you told me about passion
and art and putting your work before yourself, that was just more of your
lies?”

25       “Of course not,” I said. “That’s what’s important. It’s just that I—”

26       “You’re just the same as Carla, aren’t you?” Ella stood up. “It’s all me,
me, me, and I, I, I. Nobody else counts for anything, do they?”

27       I stood up, too.

28       “That’s not true and you know it!” I felt like I was falling apart inside.

29       “No, I don’t know it!” Ella screamed back. “You haven’t given one
thought to anybody else in all this. It’s all been about you.” She flung her
arms wide, appealing to the gods themselves. “What about me?” she
demanded. “I was miserable until you came to Dellwood. Totally miserable. I
thought that everybody’s life was like mine, just doing all the things you’re
supposed to do when you’re supposed to do them, and never questioning
anything. I thought that when I grew up, all I could expect was a life like my
parents’.” She was trembling with rage. “And then I met you. You gave me
courage, Lola. You taught me that you can make life what you want.”

30       I reached out to touch her shoulder. I’d never seen Ella cry before. “Ella,
I—”

31       She jumped back as though I’d threatened her with a saber. “Don’t
touch me!” She wiped her eyes with the sleeve of her shirt. “You’re a sham,
Lola Cep; that’s what you are. I thought being the best Eliza Doolittle you
could be was what mattered to you. But it isn’t. Because if it was, you’d go
on tonight and you’d be the best Eliza Doolittle, no matter what Carla Santini
says or does.” Ella’s face was red and blotchy from crying. “Don’t you get it,
Lola? That’s the one thing she can’t do anything about. The one thing
nobody can do anything about! And you’re just going to hand it to her.”

32       By now, I was crying, too.

33       “What’s going on in there?” called my mother. She started banging on
the door. “Mary? Ella?”

34       I snuffed back a few million tears. “Nothing,” I shouted back through
my sobs. “I’ve had a miraculous recovery.”

CONFESSIONS OF A TEENAGE DRAMA QUEEN. Copyright © 1999 by Dyan Sheldon. Reproduced by
permission of Candlewick Press, Somerville, MA on behalf of Walker Books, London.
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1 The reader can conclude that when Ella arrives at Lola’s house, Ella is —

A envious of Lola for getting a role in the school play

B grateful to Lola for helping her become more confident

C timid about confronting Lola for pretending to be sick

D furious with Lola over her decision to quit

2 Which statement best expresses the main theme of the excerpt?

F It is important for people to accept their friends’ decisions.

G People should be true to their own goals.

H It is best to avoid problems rather than try to solve them.

J Friends who have overcome obstacles give useful advice.
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3 Read these sentences from paragraph 34.

“Nothing,” I shouted back through my
sobs. “I’ve had a miraculous recovery.”

These sentences show that Lola —

A hopes her mother does not realize she is angry

B plans to continue to cry with Ella

C has decided to perform in the play

D has agreed to let Carla have the lead role in the play

4 The author included paragraph 15 in order to —

F explain why Lola has decided she does not want to perform in the play

G let the reader know that at one time Ella did not want Lola to act in the play

H show the reader that Lola is no longer interested in being in the play

J demonstrate that Ella is upset with Lola for not following her earlier advice about being in
the play
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5 What effect does Ella’s uncharacteristic behavior have on the resolution of the excerpt?

A It reminds Lola of what is most important to her.

B It makes Lola question her friendship with Ella.

C It forces Lola to think about revising her motto.

D It helps Lola accept the fact that she is not as talented as Carla.

6 Which sentence best explains why Lola is surprised by Ella’s actions?

F She hadn’t been able to bring me my homework the afternoon before because she had to
do something with her mother at the last minute, but I’d figured she’d wait till the
weekend to come.

G Ella’s face was red and blotchy from crying.

H Ella gazed at me in silence for several seconds.

J I had the thought to jump up and lock the door, but before I could, it opened and Ella
Marjorie Gerard, the girl once destined to be picked as Most Shy in our high-school
yearbook, marched in.
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7 The author included paragraph 28 to —

A demonstrate how upset Lola is about quitting the play

B convey how hurt Lola is by Ella’s words

C reveal how unhappy Lola is about living in the suburbs

D illustrate how sad Lola feels about the way her classmates are treating her

8 Which event triggers the main problem in the excerpt?

F Lola getting the role Carla Santini wanted in the play

G Lola moving to a new school in the suburbs

H Lola pretending to be sick on the day of the play

J Lola arguing with Ella about her decision
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9 Which of these best expresses Ella’s admiration for Lola?

A “You taught me that you can make life what you want.”

B “What happened to the person who never gives up?”

C “Everybody’s depending on you.”

D “This isn’t like you at all.”

10 Which statement best expresses the main conflict in the excerpt?

F Lola is upset that her best friend Ella has come to her house so early in the morning.

G Carla Santini, the most popular girl in school, wants the lead role in the school play.

H Ella respects Lola and wants her to talk to Carla Santini and her classmates.

J Lola tries to avoid performing in a play because of the negative reaction she has received
at school.
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Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question. Then fill
in the answer on your answer document.

Midnight
by Sara Holbrook

                                  When it’s Sunday
                                  and it’s midnight,
                                  the weekend
                                  put back in its chest,

5   the toys of recreation,
                                  party times
                                  and needed rest.

                                  When I lie in wait
                                  for Monday

10   to grab me by the ear,
                                  throw me at the shower,
                                  off to school
                                  and when I hear
                                  the train at midnight

15 from so many miles away . . .
                                  when it’s Sunday . . .
                                  and it’s midnight . . .
                                  the train
                                  in passing brays and boasts

20   it’s steel-track-straight,
                                  on schedule,
                                  arrival times to keep.
                                  And I meander to its rhythm,
                                  flopping like a fish.

25   Why can’t I get to sleep?
                                  Why can’t I get to sleep?

“Midnight” from Walking on the Boundaries of Change by Sara Holbrook. Copyright © 1998 by Sara
Holbrook. Published by Wordsong, an imprint of Boyds Mills Press. Used by permission.
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11 How are the train and the speaker similar?

A Like the train that has a schedule to keep, the speaker has an approaching responsibility.

B Like the train that brays and boasts, the speaker acts in an overly proud manner.

C Like the train that travels at midnight, the speaker prefers to work during the night.

D Like the train that stays on a straight course, the speaker avoids change.

12 Which line from the poem best expresses the speaker’s sense of dread?

F Line 2: and it’s midnight,

G Line 7: and needed rest.

H Line 8: When I lie in wait

J Line 15: from so many miles away . . .

13 The metaphor in the first stanza is used to emphasize that the —

A speaker behaves like a small child on the weekend

B speaker’s weekend of fun and relaxation is over

C speaker uses the weekend to organize things

D speaker’s time is wasted during the weekend
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14 The poet uses a simile in lines 23 and 24 to reveal that the speaker —

F wants to be outside

G cannot get comfortable

H does not like fishing

J might be having a dream

15 Dividing the poem into two stanzas allows the poet to —

A compare the speaker’s schedule with the train’s schedule

B ask questions to keep the reader guessing about what will happen

C contrast the speaker’s feelings about weekends and Mondays

D incorporate reminders for the reader about where the action takes place
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16 The train is important to the poem because it represents —

F reflecting on the past

G visiting distant places

H following a planned routine

J interrupting peaceful memories

17 The poet likely intends for the last two lines to express the speaker’s —

A regret over the experiences of the weekend

B concern about doing well in school

C fear of the arriving train

D anxiety about the coming day
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